University of Health Sciences Lahore

Bid Evaluation Report

A). Technical Comments from IT:

Tender for the procurement of Rack mount Server for University of Health Sciences was published at UHS and PPRA web sites on 20-08-2015. The bids were opened by the tender opening committee on 7th September 2015. Five vendors / firms (M/s MEGAPLUS (Pvt) Ltd, M/s NASHUATEC CENTRE, M/s MIT SOLUTIONS, M/s GENERATION SYSTEMS and M/s PLANET TECHNOLOGIES (Pvt) Ltd) participated in the bidding for Rack mount Server.

The bids were technically and financially evaluated against the tender documents and cost estimates. The accompanied specifications were found to comply with the BOQ specification requirements. The rates were also found reasonable. It is suggested that the 1st lowest bid from M/s MEGAPLUS (Pvt) Ltd (Rs. 700,000/- for Rack mount server out of entrance test funds) may be accepted. The case is being submitted to technical & inspection committee for consideration.

Faisal Amin
Director IT

B). Technical & Inspection Committee:

The technical & inspection committee met on 18-09-2015 to evaluate the case for the procurement of Rack mount Server for University of Health Sciences. As per the technical comments stated above, the technical & inspection committee recommends that the the 1st lowest bid from M/s MEGAPLUS (Pvt) Ltd (Rs. 700,000/- for Rack mount server out of entrance test funds) may be accepted and the purchase order for the supply of Rack mount server may be issued after the approval of the competent authority.
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The recommendations of technical & inspection committee may please be approved and purchase order may be issued to the lowest bidder after uploading the bid evaluation report as per PPRA Punjab Procurement rules # 37. Final
22/09/2015